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CH.APTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The advent of program.med instruction i.n the mid-19505 brought with 

it a complete reappraisal of the instructional process. 'l1he aims of' 

instruction were expressly stated, the material. to be learned was arranged 

in systematic order, and a number of assumptions were made. One of these 

assumptions was concerned with the desirability of having students 

progress through a programmed text at their own rate. The general 

acceptance of this condition by both educators and psychologists alike, 

was due to its appeal to logic rather than research evidence. A review 

of the literature by Silberman (1962), failed to reveal aey evidence to 

support this basic assumption. 

The self-pacing aspect of programmed instruction was regarded as the 

means whereby instruction could be individualized to take account of 

individual differences. But self-pacing brought with it problems as well 

as its more obvious advantages. Students' speed at working at programmed 

materials is widely variable and because of this some students will finish 

be:fore others. This tends to produce administrative and scheduling 

problems for the classroom teacher.· 



Even if we do confine ourselves to a priori arguments, there are 

equally attractive reasons why forced-paoing could be more advantageous 

than self-pacing. The prospect of taking pupils through a programme at a 

controlled foroed-paoe is attractive, both beoause there is less 

disorganization of existing arrangements, and also because some students 

may work better under forced-paced conditions. Students may be unable 

to determine their optimum learning rate for themselves, and may work 

inefficiently at a rate well below their best. A faster than normal rate 

may foroe students to be more alert, demand greater concentration and 

reduce boredom. In addition, success in the world outside the classroom 

would appear to demand an individual capable of making rapid decisions 

and of ordering and structuring incoming stimuli at a fast rate, rather 

than a leisurely one. 
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CIIAPrER II 

REVIEW OF' THE LI'l'ERA'l'URE AND RELATED STUDIES 

The author's aim in designing this experiment w~s to investigate the 

effects of experimenter induced forced-pacing of a program.med text. 

Previous studies c,,omparing experimenter-pacing with self-pacing of 

programmed instruction may be grouped into two general areas. 

STUDIES WHICH CO}.Il>ARED SELF-PACED WITH SLOW EXPERIMENTER-PACI~D INSTRUCTION 

Foz• the purpose of this review •slow' means that subjects who were 

members of' the experimenter-paced condition were allowed to prooeed through 

a programme at a rate equal to, or slower than, the mean time of a 

self-paoed group. In these studies the normal procedure was for the 

eJtperimenter to hold the total time available for lea.ming constant, for 

both the self•paoed and experimenter,.,,paced conditions. 

of suoh studies is given below. 

A brief review 

Probably the earliest study was that of Briggs, Plashinski, ana Jones 

(1955), who compared the learning of two groups on a self-instructional 

device called the 'Subject Matter 'l'rainer' • Total time was held constant 

for both self-paced. and e:xperimenter•paced groups, with the self-paced 

group being allowed to go from item to item at its own speed,, while the 

externally-paced group went from item to item at experimentally selected 

arbi tra.r,ir intervals. 

groups was obtained. 

On a test tr-lal no difference between the two 



Feldhusen and Birt ( 1962), gave a short programmed task to under

graduate students, one of several conditions being oontrol of pace. They 

found no difference in learning between paced, and self-paced. groups. 

Fry (1960), gave controlled-pace instruction by displaying a large 

scale flash-card. in t®aohing Spanish words and phrases. There was no 

difference between the. self-pa,oed learners and the f'lash ... oard group in 

criterion performance. 

Alter and Silverman (1961), reported two experiments where no 

significant difference was obtained between two modes of programme 

presentation, whether self•paced or externally-paced, on an 87 f'rame 

electricity programme or on a 90 frame programme dealing with binary numbers., 

Their two paced groups of 15 subjects each proceeded at dif'fereIJil; rates 

with the paeed conditions being designed to, • give sub~ieots. ample time 

to read ea.oh frame•. 

Heimer ( 1963), used 113 university students as subjects who were · 

randomly assigned to one of four expe:clmerr'cal groups. Subjects who were 

members of the paced treatment reoeived an algebra programme, pr~sented 

by filmstrip, at an exposure time equal to the mean time of previous 

subjects. No difference between the four treatments was found. 

Greenhill, Lottes, and Pagano (1963), using 63 university students 

as subjects, presented an algebra progr&nme, via the medium of' television. 

Subjects were randomly assigned to either machine or televised instructional 

groups. Members of the televised group proceeded at a pace equal to the 

mean time of the previous subjects. 

on post-test. 

No significant difference was found 
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Gropper and Kress (1965), in a study using secondary school pupils, 

used an electricity p-rogramme, presented by slides. They had three 

treatment groups; . slow, medium, and. fast ... paoe~, with the fast-paced 

treatment being .equal to the self-paced, On criterion post-test the 

slow pacing rate was found to be most efficient. 

STUDIES WHICH COMPARED SELF-PACED WIT'rl EXPERIMENTER INDUCED FORCED-PACED 
INSTRUC1fION 

Here v,e are oono~rned with studies where the intention of the 

investigator we,s to he,ve e.t leei,st one experimental oondi tion under wh:i.oh 

subjeots would procfled through a programme at s. faster than average rate. 

Lewis ( 1965), ~ .. n a stuc\Y which investigated • the effects of foreed

paoi:ng versus self-pacing in programmed instruotion•, used an experimental 

design in whioh his first group of 69 students reoei ved. forced-paced visual 

presentation 0f the subjeot (the first 372 frames of 'The Analysis of 

Behaviour•), his st:u)ond group of 44 students received foroed-paoed audio 

and visual presentat:i.on of' the same material, and his third group of 28 

students reoeivecl self-paoed visual instruction. Lewis f ountl no 

. significant diff'erenoe on n ori terion po$t-te.st between any of the groups. 

However, it oa.n be asked if foroed-pacing was present in this experimental 

design, for, as Lewis himself' says, 

ln oondueting. the study it was noted that the self~paoed 
group.took.approximately the same length of time to cover 
the material as had been allowed for f'orced-paeing. 
Under forced-pacing 45 minutes were required for session 
one, and 50 minutes for session two. In the self- · 
pacing design, only two subjects [out of 28) required 
a longer period than was allowed in the forced-paced 
condition., 
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Given these admissions, it is difficult to understand how this could 

be called forced-pacing. However, a later study by Lewis (1966), did not 

repeat the same mistake. This investigation used the same programme as 

before, presented by filmstrip projeotor equipped with remote control,. 

Subjects ( 179 oollege freshmen) were assigned to either experimenter.-paoed 

or self-paoed groups, Both groups were matohed on grade-point averages, 

and sex~ Lewis found that the self-paced group took more than twice the 

time to study the material as was allowed the experimenter-paced group. At 

the end of the study period, all subjects were given a pa.per and pencil 

examination eomposed of' 1 6 :frames from the 'Analysis of Behaviour' • 

There was no difference in performance between groups on this test, 

Lottes, Palmer and Oake:'.l ( i 963), used 180 university students as 

subjects, who were randomly assigned to six treatment groups (4 paoed and 

2 unpaoed). They found no significant difference between groups using 

programmed material presented by filmstrip, when experimenter-paced at 

80 per cent, 90 per centt 100 per cent and 110 per oent of the average 

rate used by self-paced students; antl groups using programmed te:xt ... books 

at their own rates. Unfortunately there are several flaws in the 

experimental design used~ The self ... paoed groups had a time limit of 

75 minutes. In reporting the study the authors do not mention what 

happened to those subjects who did not complete the program.me, but the 

restriction indicates that the self-paced groups did not function under 

completely self-paced conditions. Another more serious methodologioa.l 

objection is that the self-paced groups used different instructional media 

(programmed text-books) to that used by paced groups (filmstrips). Any 



comparison of the two must take account of the different media used. 

Dodd ( 1965), in a study using 24 appl:'entices as subjects, found no 

3ignifioant difference between three experimental treatments. Pacing 

rate was based on the average o:f: fast workers in the self-paced condition 

so presumably some degree of forcing was involved~ But Dodd' s groups 

were veey small, his self-paced machine presented group having 4 subjects, 

whilst his experimenter-paced machine presented group consisted of 6 

subjects. 

Follettie (1961), found self-pacing to be superior to forced-pacing, 

using as a criterion an 'efficiency measure' which incorporated test-soore, 

training time, and testing time. But there are difficulties in using 

' effioienoy measures• which take into account variables other than post and 

pre-test soores. In addition no information was given as to how the 

forced-pacing rate was determined or ad.ministered. 

A stuey by Gallegos ( 1966)., has several implications for the present 

thesis., Gallegos used a linear Spanish writing programme presented by 

machine. One hundred and ten university students were experimental 

subjects, who were split into high and low ability groups, and then 

randomly e.ssignad to either fast., slow, or self-paced conditions. 'I1otal 

time for the fast-paced condition was 22 minutes, and 45 minutes for the 

slow-paced condition. As far as the self-paced subjects were concerned, 

low ability students took a mean time of 38.6 minutes to complete the 

programme., Gallegos does not report the mean programme time taken by high 

ability self .... paoed subjects. One oa11 only assume that the mean time for 

these subjects was in the vioin:ity of 22 minutes,. 
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Twenty;...three high ability, and 20 low ability subjects, were members 

of the fast-paoed treatment. To determine the time available for the 

fast-p~oed condition; 4 of the high ability subjects were randomly 

selected and pre-run on the machine under. self~paced conditions. The 

two fastest times were averaged, and this period of 22 minutes, became 

the time for the experimente.l fast-paced condition~ This appears to be 

a reasonable method of determining a foroed-paoing rate. 

aim here was, 

G-allegos•s 

To make sure that nearly all high and low ability subjects 
in this treatment would be forced to proceed through the 
programme at a rate faster than that which they would 
norm.ally select for themselves under self-paced oonditions. 

Members o:f' the slow-paced treatment were 14 high ability and 12 low 

ability subjects. To determine the time required for this condition, 

four low ability subjects were randomly selected and pre-run on the 

maoh:i.ne under self-paced Conditions. The two slowest times of the four 

were averaged, and this period became the time for the slow-paced 

treatment. The investigator•s aim here was, •to give as many subjects as 

possible of low and high abilities more time than they themselves would 

normally consider necessary•. 

The 2 x 3 experimental design used ( 2 ability groups and 3 treatments) 

resulted in two significant findings, using as the oriterion post-test minus 

These were, firstly: that the high ability self-paced 

treatment was significantly batte1" than othe1• experimental treatments; and 

secondly, that for low ability subjects, slow forced-pacing was significantly 

better than ether experimental treatments (both findings were signi?ioant 



at the .05 level). There was no significant difference between the 

slow-paced and student-paced treatments, but a difference did emerge 

between fa.st-paced and slow-paced ·treatments. 

Gallegos also oomputed 'effectiveness indexes' for 36 subjects 

( 6 high ability and 6 low ability from each of the groups). The index 

utilized the different initial levels of knowledge and represented ea.oh 

subject's percentage improvement, rather than post-test scores, in 

measuring the difference between differences. Using this measure as the 

criterion, Galleges found no si~mfioant difference between the fast, 

slow and student-paced treatments, and the two ability groups. It was 

unfortunate that Gallegos did not calculate 'effectiveness indexes• for 

all of his sub jeets, for this measure may discriminate better between 

subjects, than the raw post-test minus pre.test score. 

Gallegos's study is a clear leader in the field. In a review of the 

literature on forced-pacing by Hartley (1968), Gallegos's study emerged 

as the only one to find a significant difference between treatments. 

That he was able to find a!\Y differenoe at all was, one feels, due to his 

care at keeping subjects of high and low ability separate. 

Generally speaking Gallegos•s investigation would appear to be 

worthy of replication as in maey respects it breaks new ground in the 

field. It was the first, and to date the only, stuey to look at 

individual differences and their effeot on performance using a programme 

administered under foroed-paoed conditions. Undoubtedly there would be 
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variations in a.bil:i..ty to tolerate a· foroed-paoe,, but if' enough individual 

differences at'e measl.ll'Sdt their :relationships to tree,tm.ent effects· may 

be elucidated,. 

Whilst the JM,jw oonoarn of thi.s investigation was. with the forced

paoing of programmed instruction, the measurement of all subjeets on a 

battery of tests, produced data which oould be direotly related to a 

number of important issues in the field of programmed instruction. 

This method of approach has been attempted only oooasionally in the past, 

but what has been done will be summarized and reported, so that a guide 

may be available to the interpretation of the results obtained in this study. 

ERRORS AND INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES 

Errors, or error rate has been one of t,he major eonoerns of many of 

the investigators in the field of programm.ed instruction. Many of these 

studies have been made with the express purpose of developmental testing 

of a programme. Skinner urged, in the case of linear programmes that 

errors should be kept to minimal frequency. As Skinner (1961) stated, 

Learning can be accelerated by ma.king successful responses 
more probable. t'llien material in a programme is carefully 
graded, both sub-human and human subjects can learn complex 
discriminative or matehing behaviour with very few errors. 
Although we learn something from our mistakes - for example 
how to avoid them - this is not essential to the 
acquisition of successful behaviour. 

On the basis of statements like the above, man;y programme developers 

set a. maximum permissible error rate at 10 per oent. Where the mean error 

rate exceeded 10 per cent the frames causing errors were identified and 

then revised so that errors were less likely. 
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'.I'his view of errors has ohangec1, for as tums~.,_ine se,ys, ( Lumsdaine 

Whatevsr the usefulness of error rates•••••• for purposes of' 
programme revision, the uuoritieal use of overall error rates, 
expeoially for entire programmes or for heterogeneous sets of 
variously prompted and unprompted items is by now largely 
dboounted as a validating measure of program.me effectiveness. 

Errors made by subjects in working through a. linear programme do appear 

to be related to scores on a later orlterion test. Meyer ( 1960), reported 

a oorralation of .,69 between error sQores (f'ew errors being a good score), 

and pe:rf'ormanoe on a subsequent i,ri torion test, while Porter ( 1959), and 

Kei.slar ( 1959), reported negative rank order correlations of -.95 and -,83, 

between te-tal number of errors a...'1d gain on post-test. However, Matarango 

(1960); reported an experiment in vn1ich errors were manipulated 

experimantally, He compe--red three conditions; no errors, spaced errors, 

and. massed errors (with the number of e.r-rors :for the lest two oondi tfons 

equal). On a criterion test there was no differenee between the spaced 

error group and the no error group; the massed error group however 

perforued signifioantly poorer than the other two groups. In general the 

experimental results ind:1.oated, that whilst fewer en~ors during learning a.re 

e.ssoeiated with better pe1-..r.orme.noe on a later ori terion test, what is of 

A ?ew $paced errors appear 

to have no significant ef'f'eot while t;he s&ne number of errors massed will 

adveJ:·se:cy ef:f'eet learnlng. 

As f'a.r as errors and subject ability levels at>e eonoerned., two studies 

are of interest. Rigney ( 1962), fou:.lrld the. t ; high IQ students' ma.de 



consider-ably .f'ewer errors tban the • average' or I lowe1"1 IQ students., on 

two trials o:t' a. programme. However Beane ( 1962), found no difference in 

prog1•amme error rate between high and low ifbili ty groups. Using the 

He:rnnon-Nelson Tests of Mental Ability to divide students into high and low 

abiJ.it-y sub-groups, Beane found that high ability subjects d::l.d 

significantly better than low ability subjects, in both achievement and 

retention .. 

The best explanation oi' these somewhat oontrasting t•irn.lings probably 

lies in the concept of 1 learning style•• Subjeo·ts who may gain 

identical scores on post-test., and who make take an identical time to work 

through the programme under self•paoed conditions, may obtain widely 

diff'erent error soores, because of different 'styles of learning 1 ( Cook 1962) • 

PERSONALITY AND PROGR.AMMrm INS'I'RUC"L'ION 

The relationship between achievement on programmed instruotiona.1 

devices and the personality oharacteristios of participating subjects is a 

neglected area, and no detailed investigations ha.ve been attempted. 

Amaria (1967), reported the only relevant research when she studied 

programme performance under self~paoed eonditions. Sha found, using pairs 

0f subjects, that the best individual performances oame from anxious 

introverts or high ability extroverts, a.nd the best paired. performances 

oame from either anxious extrovertsJ pa.ired with 11.0n-anxious introverts, 

er from high ability anxious extroverts, paired with low ability non-anxious 

introverts. 
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Smith and Quackenbush (1960), suggested that the introverted and 

anxious pupil may fare better with linear programmes, whereas the less 

persistent extroverted pupil, may fare better with branching programmes. 

Porter (1962), noted that one benefit of programmed instruction 

seems to stem from the fact that some learners become less anxious about 

their performance on the subject matter after they have used a teaching 

device for some time. He suggested that immediate knowledge of results, 

and perhaps a high percentage of eorreot responses, might be more 

beneficial to learners who are anxious than to those who are not. 

STUDENTS' ATTITUDES TOW.ARDS PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION 

A number of studies have found that subjects enjoy programmed 

ins truo tion ( Gagne and Dick 1962 : Smith 19 62) • All these studies reported 

subjects• attitudes almost immediately after they had completed the 

programme. However, much of this enthusiasm would be expected to 

dissipate in time with continual use of the medium, and this was indeed 

what Beane (1962), found. In a stuey involving both linear and branching 

programmes, he found students highly favourable toward programmed 

instruction both half-way through the experiment and at its termination. 

However when measures were taken 7 weeks later, Beane found that students 

had declined to an essentially neutral position. Such a trend toward 

a somewhat neutral attitude toward programmed instruction., has also been 

observed by Eigen (1962), who oommants, 

In .11\Y expe:rienoe the attitudes of students toward programmed 
instruotion after they have gotten over the Hawthorne effect 
of their first exposure., are much the same as the attitudes 
of students towards any other ed.ucational situation. 



'l"rIE AIMS Oli' THE STUDY 

Ha.vi1.1g revi~nved the r•esearoh relevant to ·the subject ot this thesis, 

it ,,ould appear to this investigato1~ that the ·following questions demand 

attention,. 

1 • What happe11s to achiovoment ana. error rate when subjects 

reoeive incomplete info:rmation? (:i.e, are unable to 

read a.11 the frames) • 

2. What is the relationship between error rate, individual 

differences, programme achievement~ and decrease in time 

available to complete the programme? 

3., Is aelf ... paoing of progi"amme iri..atruotion the best method 

of presentation, or is some degree of foroed-paeing 

ad.vantage ous? 

4. What variables ( apart from those mentioned above) are 

related to programme achievement, error rate, or 

infomation intake deficit? 



CiiAPrER III 

EXPLANATION OF TERMS USED 

It is. neoessar.t th~,t some of the terms which will be us~d hereafter 

be defined, 

IllFORMATION INTAKE DEFICIT' 

~'his term is necessary to . take aooount of the fa.et that some subjects 

were unable to complete all the frames in the programme because of the 

forced-pacing conditions. 

All subjects were soored on this variable including those subjects 

who were members of the self-paced group, who, because of' the nature of 

their experimental condition, had no information intake deficit. The 

measure is a ratio of' the percentage of frames a subject was able to 

complete ( ie, read the frame and write in an answer), against 100 per oent 

(all frames completed). 

FRAME RESPONSE ERROR RATE 

Scores on this variable represent, a ratio of the number of errors 

a subject made, against the number of frames he was able to complete. The 

J:'esults were converted. to percentages. A high frame response error rate 

percentage, signifies a large number of erro!"a in frame!3 completed, whe1·eas 

a low percentage signifies a low number of errors in :rrames completed" 

PACING RATE 

Statements suoh as 'an increase in pacing r~te' or 1 inqrease in pacing 

level• mean that the time available to complete the programme .was reduoed 



by the experimenter. Subjects had less time to oomplete the progra.mr.oo 

and therefore the rate of pacing increased (ie~ became more forced). 

Individual subjects did not experience any change in pacing rate, but 

members of the different groups proceeded through the programme at 

different speeds 10 If the groups are equivalent, any difference in the 

value of the mean depend~nt yariable may be interpreted as attributable 

to the different pacing rates. 

SELF-:-PACING (or Student pacing) 

This is the procedure of allowing each subject to go through a 

program.me at a rate which he himself determines; thus the time required 

to proceed from frame to frame, and to complete the programme, will vary 

for each subjeot~ 

FORCED--PACING 

Foroed-paoing is the procedure of having all subjects go through a 

programme simultaneously at a predetermined rate under the control of the 

experimenter. The time allowed for reading frames, oonstruoting responses, 

and reading answers frames, was held constant within ea.oh f'oroed-paoe 

condition for each page of the programme~ Subjects were not permitted to 

go on to the next page until told by the experimenter to do so. 

ACHIEVElifENT SCORE 

The achievement measure used as the criterion in this thesis, was a 

ratio of the proportion of positive or negative ohange, to the possible 

extent of positive or negative change. This value indicates how muoh the 
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subjects improved or worsened in relation to how much they odula. 

possibly improve or worsen. 

The formulae used were as follows: 

1 • When a subject improves from pre-test to post-test: 

Aohievement score t r\ 

,&;. - t1 
q 

where q = maximum possible extent of increase in 
seore from given pre-test score 

t1 :::: pre-test score 

t2 = post-test score. 

2. When a subjeot worsens from pre-test to post-test: 

Achievement score :::: t1 - t2 
p 

where p = maximum possible extent of decrease in 
score from given pre•test score 

t1 = pre-test score 

t2 = post-test score 



CHAPTER IV 

DESCRIP'J!ION OF 'l'Jr!i' EXPERIMENT 

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

This experiment was designed to be an investigation into f'oroed-pacing 

and programmed instruction. 'J:lo a-ohieve this aim, it was necessary to run 

a pilot study so that ·the mean ti:m.e subjeots requirod -to pr.ogress through 

the programme eould b-'d asoertainerl. Onoe the mean programme time was 

established, othe:i:• pilot study subjects could be used. in an attempt to 

gauge how mueh r,eduction in programme time was possible before a marked 

decrease in prograillllie performance was obtained. 

The main experiment used four experimental oondi tions as follows: 

1. Self-paced condition ( under this condition each subject 

controlled his own rate of p1·ogress through the progrrurune). 

2. Slow .foroed-paoed condition (Experimenter-paced). 

3. Medium forced-paced oondi tion ( Expex•imenter-paced). 

4. Fast forced-paced condition (Experimenter-paced). 

All main exper-irnent subjects received a. number of tests or 

questionnaires in the folloviing sequence: 

1. A b~ttecy of tests comprising: 

(a) A personality inventory. 

( b) 

( o) 

A :sooial attitude test. 

A reading speed test,. 

Pre-test. 



3. Fe.milie.r-1.zation prograrm.r..e. 

,4.. PrGgr-ammed text. 

5. Post-test •. 

6. P:t'ogramme attitud.e questionnaire. 

The experiment wus des:lgned so that the data obtained would ha 

directly related to the efftjct of -the pao:i.ug rates used on the achievement 

scores of the subjects. 1.t'he des:i.gn also permits a study and comparison 

of the effeots of fa.st e:xperiruenter-pao:tng, raedium experimenter,-paoing, 

slow e~1>erimenter-paoing, and student- ( or self) pacing. A matched group 

design was used in which each sub~ieot acted a& his own oont:i:-ol. 

A.t""'PAP_l\"ruS A.l\l'D MA'.l:.tKR T .!\LS USED 

PrG/g<a,tinned Text 

The programmed text used was a 60 frame linear programme dealing with 

the subject of' Stroboscopes. 'l'he programme was originally contained in 

•A programmed eourse in physics., Form V' by N. Wilson. The programme 

was modified by the author so that it could be used in the experiment. 

As used in the experiment the 60 frames were typed on four foolscap sheets 

which were stapled together. On top of the four sheets the familiarization 

programme was plao-ed. Page 1 of the programme contained 16 frames, 

page 2, 14 frames, page 3, 16 frames, and page 4, 14 frames. (Appendix C 

contains a copy of the programmed text used.) 

Present§!rtion of the Proe;x:a.mme to Subjects 

The program.me was presented to all subjects inside a hard covered 

black foolseap-sized folder. The folder contained: 



1 • The 60 frame programmed text with the familiarization 

programme stapled on top of it. This pad was fixed 

to the left hand side of the folder, 

2. In the middle of the fold.er a blaok transparent envelope 

was looated. This envelope contained a black cardboard. 

slider which could be pulled up or down inside the 

This slide:r• was designed to be put over 

3. On th~ r-igb.t .ha:nd side o:f the folde:r two diagrams were 

Suhjec t:i .. needed to :cef'e:c to these diagrells 

wheri. doing the progre.rruoo. 

The p:t·ogramme prosenttitio11 format required subjeats to read tlll"ough a 

frame, write in an answer to a question posed at the end of eaoh frame, 

and then pull down the slider to expose the oor.reot response. 

Aohievement }KeasUl"e 

The same aohievement test was used for both pre and post-tests with 

the result~ that subjeats' ga,in or' loss score b;;ioame a measm·e of subjects• 

achievement .. The test used was composed of eight questione p1~esented in 

a multiple-ehoice fo2:1;iat. Eaoh question had four alternative answers, one 

of which was correot, The position of the oon•eot answer was randomly 

assigned to one of the four possible posltions, a, b, o., or d. 

of the e.ohieve.a1ent -test is attached in Appendix C.) 

The Measurement of Individual Differences 

1 • Intellie;ence 

(A copy 

Scores of all subjects on two ability measures were made 

available by the Royal New Zealand Air Force for the 

use 1:Chese measures were 



(a) Raven's Prog:ressive Matrioes (1938) (Raven 1938), 

· (b) Higher Test M (Seotion L) (Australian Counoil for 

Educational Research 19l~8) ~ 

2. E,ersoll_ality 

The Eysenck Personality Inventory ( Form b) was ad..r!l.i.n:i.stered 

by the author to a.11 subjects during the experimental 

session. This enabled all subjects to be scored on 

Extrave1 .. sion and Neuroticism. 

Consarvati~ 

'l'he Wilaon-.Pat-cerson Conservatism Scale ( 1968), was 

ad.ministered by .the experimenter to all subjects during 

the experimental session. This enabled all subjects 

to be assigned a score on a Conservative - Radical 

bipolar dimension. 

4,. Readi;p,g S:eeed 1l'est 

'rhis · test was devised. by the author for the express purpose 

oi' assessing subjects• reading rates f'or technical writing. 

It consisted of' 7 short pa.ragraphs of teohnioal writing 

which appeared to the experimenter to be of a similar 

level of 1~ading difficulty to the material presented in 

the programme, (A oopy of' the test is attached to this 

paper in Appendix c.) A subject's reading speed was 

gauged to be the number of lines he said he read in a 45 

second peJtied.. 
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Familiarization Programme 

A familiarization programme was administered to all subjects by the 

author immediately prior to the subjects• commencing the programmed text. 

It was composed by the author for the general purpose of acquainting 

subjects unfamiliar with a:ny form of programmed instruction with the medium, 

and more specific~lly, to familiari~e experiraental subjects with the 

particular format of the programme they were to use. (A copy of the 

familiarization prograrnrne is reproduced in Appendix c.) 

ProEamme Attitude Questionnaire 

This questionnaire was used to place subjects on the following scales: 

1. Prior knowledge of subject matter scale. 

2. Interest scale. 

3. Difficulty scale. 

4. A scale meal:ilUI'ing subjective assessment of the efficacy 

of programmed :instruction. 

(A copy of this questionnaire is reproduced in Appendix c.) 

Location of Ex;f;;riment 

The experiment was conducted in a large classroom at A.irr!lm Cadet 

School, Royal New Zealand Air Force Base Woodbourne. The classroom 

measured 66 feet by 21 feet and the tables and chairs within the classroom 

were a~ranged in four groups at each corner of the room, oo that 

interaction between groups would be minimal. 

EXPERIMENTAL SUBJJOOTS USED 

A total of 164 students were used as ex:p::lrimental subjects in this 

study, all being Airmen Cadets who, at the time of the experiment were 
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based a.t RNZAF Base Woodbourne. All subjects were male New Zealanders 

aged between 15 years 8 months, and 18 years 8 months, with a mean age of 

16 years 10 months. Twenty subjects participated in the pilot study, and 

144 in the main experiment. 

Experimental seli;lsio:ns were of 1i hours duration, the same time as 

2 normal teaching periods at Airman Cadet School. Subjects were aware 

· only that at a certain time they were to go to a classroom for 

•psychological testing'. All subjects had be~n previously tested by RNZAF 

psychologists usiri..g a battery of psychological tests taking a complete 

day of a subject's time, so it would be reasonable to assume, net only 

were subjects well motivated to do their best (because they thought it 

had something to do with their.,ea.reers) t but also that they were not 

unduly perturbed by the words •psychological testing' when they saw it 

on their weekly programme. 

EXPI!,"IUMENTAL PHOGEDURE 

Pilot Study 

In order to ase:ertain the optimum amount of •forced :paeednees•, it 

was decided .by the author to do a trial run of the programmed text under 

both self ... paced and experimenter-paced conditions, using $\lbjects who 

could reasonably be expected to be a representative sample of the total 

To this end, 20 subjects were selected. on the basis of 

their scores on the Raven• s Progres.si ve Ma trices test, as representing 

a spread of Matrices Scores approximately equal to those of the whole 



population whioh was available for the study,. Of the 20 subjects 

selected; 8 of these were randomly assigned to a pilot study self-paoed 

condition. These 8 subjeots proceeded through the programme at their 

own rate. The author noted down the time each subject took to oomplet~ 

ea.oh page of the programme and the mean time of these subjects became 

'Standard Programme Time• (hereafter referred to as SPT). 

Having identified SPT it now became possible to have a trial run 

using the remaining 12 subjeots in an attempt to establish how much 

peroentage reduction in programme t:l.me ( page by page), it was possible 

to have. The experimenter arbitrarily deoidedupon 3 pacing rates. 

Each subject was randomly assigned to one of three groups: 

1 • Group A SPT less 10 per oent. 

Group B 

Group C 

SPT 

SPT 

less 

less 

20 per cent. 

30 per cent. 

Four subjeots were in each group, and subjects proceeded through the 

programme at their group pacing rate. 

On the basis of the ~uthor•s observations, and comments made by 

the subjects, it was deoided that in the main experiment the following 

experimental oonditions would apply: 

Main Study Group A. Subjects assigned to this 

group would prooeed through the programme at their 

own individual pace. 



2,., Main Study Group B~ Subjects assigned to this 

group would be forced, by the author to proceed 

through the program.me at a rate equal to.SPT. 

3. Ma.in Study Group c. Subjects· assigned to this 

group would be foroed by the author to proceed 

through the. programme at a rate equal to SPT 

less 10 per cent. 

4. Main Study Group D. Subjects assigned to.this 

group would be forced by the author to proceed 

through the programme at a rate equal to SP!' 

less 20 per cent. 

!a.in Study 

Subjeots were made available to the author in groups of from 

13 to 20 subjects. The experimenter randomly assigned each subject 

to one of four groups. Group A (self-paced), Group B ( slow foroed

paoed), Group C (medium foroed•paced), and Group D (fast forced-paced). 

(Appendix A ~etails the instructions given to all experimental subjects 

by the author.) 



PROBLEMS IN METHODOLOGY 

Achievement Measure 

The test used as both a pre and post-test contained 8 items. With 

such a small number of questions the pre-test level of proficiency is 

negatively related to the gain seoz'e, (ie, if subjects perform at a high 

level on pre-test, the amount of' gain possible is artificially restricted). 

To overoome this problem the author computed a ratio bet\'1een the proportion 

of actual extent of positive or negative change, to the possibleeictent of 

positive or negative change. This method 0f transforming the raw data 

has the advantage that it allows for just as much gain from a subject 

whose pre-test score was high, as from a subject whose pre-test score 

was low. Additionally, there is the problem of a decrease in score to 

be considered. Take as an example subject j who scores 7 ( out of 8) on 

pre-test. His maximum possible decrease in score is 7, and his maximum 

possible increase in score is 1. It is harder for subject j to gain, 

than lose points~ If however, subject j did score 8 on post-test, then 

he has achieved the maximum possible gain of 1 • His achievement score is 

therefore 1.00. If subject j scored 6 on post-test, his achievement score 

would be -.14. 

Another advantage of this method of transforming the raw data is that 

greater discrimination between subjects is obtained as a greater variety 

of scores is possible, 

The transformed achievement scores can range from +1.,00 to -1 .oo. 

Plus one was added to each subject's score so that the soores finalfy used, 

were all positive, and ranged ~rom o.oo to 2.00. 



It is interesting to note that a similar rationale was used by 

MoGuigan and Peters (1964), in oomputing •g•, except that they did not 

allow for a decrease in score from pre to post-test. 

Forced-Pacing Rate 

Ideally, if it were possible to know the rate that eaoh subject 

progressed through the programme, the experimenter oould, by reducing the 

time available for learning by a given percentage, force each subject to 

proceed through the programme at a constant rate of 'foroedness•. However 

in praotioe this is impossible. The forced group instruction method used 

in this experiment, has the major disadvantage in that for some subjects 

the forced rate arbitrarily decided on by the experimenter, may not be 

fast enough, whilst for other subjects the reduction in time available may 

be too large a reduction from a subject's personal learning time under 

self-paoed conditions. 

Lie Score 

Eysenck recommends (Eysenck and Eysenck 1964), that subjects who 

obtain Lie soores of 5 or more, be removed. from the sample. However these 

subjects were not removed, since Gibson (1962), in an investigation into 

the Lie scale of the Maudsley Personality Inventory ( an earlier version 

of the Eysenck Personality Inventory), was unable to find any appreciable 

difference between 'liars' and •honest• subjects. Both Gibson and Vingoe 

(1968, using the EPI), reported non-significant 0orrelations between Lie 

and Extraversion scores. In addition, an inspection of the data obtained 

in this investigation, failed to reveal any difference between subjects 

who obtained Lie scores of 5 or more, and those who scored lower than 5e 

In the circumstances, the author treated the obtained Lie soores as another 

int"lependent variable. 



'Cheating Behaviour• 

It could well be argued ·that subjects could move their sliders down 

too far and then copy the answers in. T'ae author watohed for this 

behaviow:•,. but. a:s far as he was able to ascertain, this type of • cheating' 

did not occur. But it may well have occurred, for Gagne and Dick ( 1962), 

found that 92 per cent of their subjects admitted some temptation to peek 

ahead at the oonfirmation. If 'cheating' did occur however, probably 

its only effect would be on subjects' error scores, because as far as 

learning is concerned, it does not seem to matter whether subjects 'cheat• 

or not. Leed.ham (.1963), examined data from junior school children using 

'cheat proof' or 'oheatable' devices., and found no difference in 

attainment or gains. 

Information Loss 

One of the problems arising from the experimental design used, was 

that some subjects would be unable to read or complete all the frames on a 

page before time was oalled. To overcome this problem a one minute 

warning was given to all paced groups before the group members were told 

to turn over to the next page.. Some subjects however, were unable to 

completely read all the pages and these subjects marked the bottom of. 

the pages concerned with a cross. Subjects were scored on the number of 

pages marked with a cross. This method has the major disadvantage that 

it is a very gross measure of information loss. To overcome this 

objection, the author decided to use the number of frames incomplete, as 

the independent variable rather than the number of pages unfinished. 

To do this, eaoh subjeot was scored for the number of frames to whioh he 

had not supplied a written answer. '11his measure shows a much finer 



disorimina.tio:n between subjects, whilst at the same time the obtained 

oorrelation co-efficient between the two measures was -.70. 

It could be argued that after the one minute warning was given 

subjects could continue to v,ri te in the answers until they were. told to 

turn over the page. The author had previously given all subjects speoif'io 

inst:ruotions that.they.were not to do this, and as far as he was able to 

ascertain this type ef behaviour did not occur. 

Reading Speed 

All subjects were given a test designed to measure reading speed. 

The author considered that speed of reading oould be a measure of probable 

information loss, on the basis that subjeets who were slow readers, would 

be the subjeots, who one would expect, would be unable to read all the 

frames. However the information intake deficit measure (percentage of 

frames completed), is a far better measure of information loss, as it allows 

f'or behaviours not included in the reading speed measure, suoh as time taken 

to write responses, or to turn pages over, or to pull the slider down to 

receive reinf'oroement, as well as reading speed. Presumably,, time taken 

to complete the programme will be some function of a mixture of all of 

these variables, as well as any others whioh may apply. In.the 

oiroumstanoes, the author used information intake deficit as the measure 

of information loss. It is interesting to :note, that the correlation 

obtained between reading speed scores and. information intake def'ioi t 

scores, was e21 which is in the expected direction, and significant at 

the .05 level, but rather small. 
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The next four hypotheses are to some extent experimental artifacts. 

The increase in paoing rate would be expected to have the following effects 

on the subjects: 

.1. As pacing rate increases, error and inf'ormation intake 

deficit should rise. 

2. Subjects who receive less information intake, should 

exhibit less gain on achievement post-test, compared 

with subjects who receive more information. 

3. The more errors a subject makes, the lower should be his 

achievement score. 

The above considerations resulted in the following four experimental 

hypotheses being formulated: 

Hypothesis _j 

•rnr~rmation intake deficit will be positively related to increase 

in level of pacing• •. 

Hypothesis 6 
,, 

'Frame response error rate will be positively related to increase 

in level of pacing'. 

Hypothesis 7 
1Inf'omation intake deficit will be negatively related to programme 

achievement I • 

· Hypothesis 8 

'Frame response error rate will be negatively related to programme 

achievement'., 



The next two hypotheses concern the effect of intelligence on 

programme achievement and frame response error rate. We would expect: 

Hypothesis 9 

'Intelligence score will be positively related to programme achievement's 

Hypothesis 10 

'Intelligence score will be negatively related to frame response 

error rate ' • 

In addition to the 10 experimental hypotheses stated above, there are 

six supplementary hypotheses which it will be possible to report some data 

on, These hypotheses predict a differential effect in the relationship 

between certain variables, with increase in pacing rate. 

follows: 

~ypothesis 11, 

They are as 

'The greater the inorease in pacing rate, the greater will be the 

tendency, for highly neurotic subjects to obtain higher information intake 

deficit scores, oompared to subjects who score low on neuroticism•. 

Hzyothesis 12 

'The greater the increase in pacing rate, the greater will be the 

tendency, for highly neurotic subjects to obtain lower achievement scores 

compared to subjects who score low on neuroticism'. 

Hypothesis j.,2 

•The greater the increase in pacing rate, the greater will be the 

tendency for subjects scoring high on neurotioism to obtain high frame 

response error rate scores compared to subjects who score low on 

neuroticism',. 
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Hypothesis 14 

• 1rhe greater the increase in pacing rate, the greater will be the 

tendency, for subjects scoring high on an intelligenoe measure to obtain 

low information intake deficit scores, compared to subjects who score low 

on an intelligence measure' • 

Hypothesis 12 

'The greater the increase in paoing rate, the greater will be the 

tendency, for subjects scoring high on an intelligence measure to obtain 

high programme achievement soores, compared to subjects who score low on 

an intelligence measure'. 

Hypothesis 16 

'The greater the increase in pacing rate, the greater will be the 

tendency, for subjects scoring high on an intelligence measure to obtain 

lower frame response error rate scores, compared to subjects who score low 

on an intelligence measure', 
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CHAPTER VI 

RESULTS 

l~QUIVALENCE OF GROUPS ON INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 

The equivalent group design utilized in this experiment necessitated 

a statistical comparison of the independent variables group by group, to 

ensure that no significant differences were present before experimentation 

colillOOnced. Analysis of variance data on the principle independent 

variables are presented in tables I to VII. In all the Tables N = 143. 

As is evident from the tables, F tests revealed no significant 

differences between groups for all variables except Conservatism., which is 

just significant at the .05 level. An inspection of the data in the oase 

of Con.~ervatism revealed that the greatest difference was obtained 

between Groups C and D •.. 



'l:ABLE I 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE Oli' EX'I'ROVERSION SCORES 

~.-_,.,,l 

Source of Sum of Degrees of Mean 
F Significance Va:r:i.a tion Squares . lt":reedom Square 

Between groups 100 3 33.3 

Within groups 1075 140 76.8 0.43 N.s. 

Total 1175 143 

TABLE II 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF NEUROTICISM SCORES 

Sou.roe of Sum of Degrees o'f Mean F Significance Variation Squares Freedom Square 

Between groups 71 3 23.67 

Within groups 2526 140 18e04 1.32 N.S. 

Total 2597 143 

~J:IABtE III 

ANALYSIS OF VARIAi~CE OF CONSERVATISM SCORES 

Source of Sum 0t Degrees of Mean Significance Variation Squares Freedom Square 

Between groups 698 3 232.67 

Within groups 11933 140 85.24 2.73 * 

Total 12631 143 

"' = significant at the 0.05 level 



Source o:f' 
Variation 

'l'ABLE IV 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MATRICES SCORES 

Sum of 
. '. 

Sq"Qa.res 
Degrees of 

li"reedom 
Mean 

Squar-e 
F Significance 

----------------,~~-...... -. -------------
Between groups 158 3 52.,67 

Within groups 4687 140 33.48 1.58 N.,$., 

Total 4845 14-3 

TABLE V 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ML SCORES 

Source of Sum of'. Degrees of Mean F Significance Variation Sq~s Freedom Square 

B.etween groups 19 3 6.,33 

Within groups 3610 140 25~8 0.25 N,.S,. 

Total 3629 143 

TABLE VI 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF READING SPEED SCORES 

Source of' Sum of' Degrees of Mean 
F S ignif>icanoe Variation Squares Freedom Square 

Between groups 38 3 12.66 

Within groups 2745 140 19.,6 o.65 N,,S., 
. . 

Total 2783 14.3 
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11ABt:E VII 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF PRE-'rEST SCORES 

Souroe of Sliml of Degrees of Mean 
F Significance 

Variation Sq~ares Freedom Square -
Between groups 4 3 1.33 

With::i.n g1·ou:ps 34-1 140 2.4 0.54 I•T ,~ 
~ . .," 

Total 345 143 



shown on ·the a.us ~· the raoip?l'oeal of the tiine taken by subjeoti to 

complete the prog.ll'a~. 'l'he plotttd -peint:;; &~ the reciproeal mean times 

for ea()h of the four groups. meti.n ti.lM, of' subjects in Group A ( aelf

pooed. treatment) 'to complete the pro~ was 1751 ~cond.s ( shown ol'J. gr~.phs 

as tl10 reciprocal • 000571 ) ; Group :B ( slow :f'o:rced•p~.ced. trea tme11t) 1 600 

seconds {1-eciprocaJ. .000590); Group C (medium fOJ:'Ced-paeed treatment) 1512 

Gl1)001'lds ( reoiprooe.l .000661 ); Group D ( fast forced-paced t:r-eatment) 1344 

seconds (reciprocal .CYJ07Jf4.). 

The increasing reciprocal t.:L~ vsl.uee. plotted along the horizontal 

a.Jd.1 repre.sent a ~duction in the ti.me available to complete the programme. 

As the ~uthol." was p~iJ..y interested. in what happ&ned '\"then pro~ 

ti.me Wi$S redue,id, it w.aa felt that w ~ph.a should :rlow in the usuru. 

di.rectiou (i~0.1l. left to z•ight) wi.th the left hand gl."'Oli.1) value represtintin.g 

least foroad-p!.M)a,l oondit:1.011 (ie, the $elf'-paeed treatr.oont),. while the 

right hand group value would l"apreaent th~ most f'oz-eed-p~ced tr·eetmant. 

lni,i<'ltl valua of stibJeQts who soorad o,i Jth vari.8ble compared with 

the :iooa.1.1 ~,aiue of subjectl!I who S<H:tI'f:!ii law on the same varit1.bls. StibJects 

who aeored above the .mea.n group velue o:n the vm.able ooooern{}d were 

l~bell.ed *llighs', e:nd subjects who so~d below the merua group value were 

l~bell$d 1 lows 1 • 
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ffypothesis 1 -'Post-test mean will 2xoeed. pre-test mean' 

An analysis of the difference between post and pre-test mean scores 

was ea:t'ried out using a 1 test. The result gave a 1 value of 2.85. 

· Inspection of table of' ,:b with df ;=; n-1 (,143) revealed that the obtained. 

1 value was significant beyond the .01 level on fl. 2 tail test. ~r.he 

programme did tea.eh something. 

Hzyothesis 2 .,,. • OptimU.lJl progr;amme achievement will be QQtained at a 
paeinij rate whigh reRresea,ts s~a mgderate inorement wlth respect 
to self-pacing rate' · · 

Figure 1 illustrates the results obtained with respeot to this 

hypothesis. However,. whilst the graph looks promising., a.n anafysis of 

variance on the transformed dependant variable soores ( see table VIII) 

failed to reveal any signifioant difference between groups. 
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TABLE VIII 

ANALYSIS OF' VARIANCE OF TRANSFOPJlrED DEPENDANT VARIABLE SCORES 

Source of Sum ot Degrees of :Mean 
]' S ignifioanoe Variance Squares Freedom Square 

Between groups 1636 3 545.3 

Within groups 176735 140 1262.4 0.43 N,.S., 

Total 178371 143 



Undoubtedly wide variability in subjects' soores around the mean 

values shown :i.,n Figure 1, have masked any significant treatment effects, 

but the graph suggests that the medium ... paoed group could be the best of 

the groups. 

Of interest here are the results· of subjects• subjective assessment 

of the effioaoy of programmed instruction. Figure 2 shows that the 

medium•paoed group, rated programmed instruction a better teaching medium 

(compared to conventional instruction), than did the other groups. 

H.ypothesis 3 ... 'Introversion ![ill be positively related to 
pro,p:a.mme achievement' 

Figure 3 ill,ustrates the experimental results as they are applicable 

to this hypothesis. *High' (extroverts), and •1ow• (introverts), values 

of extroversion at a given level of pacing• are shown plotted against the 

sub-group mean transposed dependant variable scores. None of the 

differences between -thigh' and 'low• values are statistioall,y significant, 

at aey of the pacing levels. The results are in the predicted direction. 

except in the case of Group C (medium foroed-paoed) where the reverse 

relationship obta:~nea.. A ~earson•s product moment correlation coefficient 

was calculated between introversion scores and programme achievement scores., 

The obtained r was -.07 which is,not significant (refer to Appendix D). 

In general, no systematic trend in the results is apparent. 

Hyoothesis 4, -• Cgnservatism will be negatively related to prosramme 
achievement• 

Figure 4 shows that, generally speaking, •1ow• Conservatives tend to 

obtain higher aohievement scores (exoept for those subjects in the self-
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paced group) than do •high' Conservatives. The relative stability of 

the 1 low>oonservative mean scores should also be noted, as this contrasts 

with the fluctuations present in the mean values for •high' conservatives. 

Unfortunately none of' the differences shown on ,the graph were 

statistioally.signif'ioant. A Pearson's r oorrelation coefficient of 

-.08 was .obtained between conservatism arid achievement scores which, 

while not significant, was in the predicted direction. 

H;y;pothesis 2 - 'Inf'omation intake deficit will be positively 
related to increase in 1.evel of paoin15' 

The relationship between these two.variables on a group by group 

basis is depicted. in Figure 5. The graph illustrates that despite which 

measure of' information loss is used. ( pages unfinished, or peroentage of 

incomplete frames) the results are practically identioal 0 A linear 

increase in information ,int.ake deficit consistent with the hypothesis, 

appears to obtain. 

Hypothesi~ 9 • 'Frame response error rate will be positively related 
to inorease in level of ;eaci!lf:5' 

As can be seen by reference to Figure 6, increasing the pacing rate 

appears to result in a linear increase in :t'ra.me response error rate scores. , 

Of special interest was the finding that the mean error rate for the self

paoed group, was the same as that for the fast forced-paced group. 

Hypothesis Z - 'Information intake deficit will be nee;ati,vely 
related to pro~e.aohievemeu:!l• 

A Pearson's product moment correlation ooeffioient of .08 between the 

two variables oonoerned was obtained ( refer i;o Appendix D). This r is 

not significant. The hypothesis is not supported, and the slight positive 

correlation obtained is in the reverse direction to that predicted. 
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Hypothes!,s 8 ... 'Frame response error rate will be negative1I 
;related to programme aohievemen~' 

A Bearson'.s r of .23 was obtained. between f'rame response ez:Tor rate 

soores, and programme achievement (refer to Appendix D). This r was 

:;iignifioant beyond the .01 level and therefore the hypothesis 1.s supported. 

P.qrF9the$is 9 .. 'Intelligemoe soore will be,...Rositivel_.y related to 
Proe;ramme aghievemen_!' 

As all subjeets we.re given two intelligence measures, one verbal (M .. L.,) 

and the other non-verbal (Ma.trices)• two Pearson• s produce moment oorrelatio~ 

ooef:fioients were calculated ( see Appendix D). Matrices scores and 

achievement correlated .14 while M.,L., scores and achievement correlated .17,. 

. The first correlation is not signifioant, while the second is just 

significant at the 0 05 level. 

H;ypothesis 10 - •Intelligence s<;ore will be negat:Lve;tY: related 
to frame response error rate' 

The same two measures of intelligence were used to calculate Pearson•s 

r's between intelligence and frame response error rate. Matrices soore 

and frame response error rate correlated ~.29, while MaL. score and the 

same variable oorrelated -.37, 

significant beyond the .01 level. 

Both obtained r's are statistically 

Figure 7 shows the relationship between Matrices scores and frame 

response error rate scores as they altered between groups. While the 

results appear consistent, the use of mean values serves to disguise wide 

variations in individual performance. Notwithstanding the variability 

however, the results clearly ahow that subjects of' 'high' intelligeooe, 

do tend to make less errors than c1o subjects of 9 low9 intelligence. 
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Hypo thesis 3 1 . ~ • ~he g;:ea. ter the i!l,ol."ease in ;eaoing rate 2 the 
_gree,ter ?ll.ll .• b!l • tpe ~!_nq.e~ :f'o~)lifflil.y neurotie · subJeota t9 
J.'i~.Jliehru;:, :tm:Sn;:m~!gn i:n~~e def'iqi t M:!9.2ns, compared_ t9 
subject$ who score _low <;z;&J. oourotiQ~s!' · . . . . . . · . 

' ' ' . ' 

Figure·8 illustrates the dif:f'erential effect of. high and low values 

of Neurotioism on information intake defioit scores. The mean results 

depicted did not indioa te an increasing trend, ( eg9 the mean difference 

between high and low neurotics did not get larger with increase in pacing 

rate)• 

In an attempt at a more revealing analysis of the inter-group 

relationships between the two variables concerned, sepe..rate Pearson's r 

correlation coefficients for each group were oa.loulated. 

As all self-paced subjeots (Group A), because of their experimental 

condition. experienced no information loss, no coefficient of correlation 

was calculated using these subjects. In the oase of the foroed-paced groups, 

correlations obtained between :neurotioism scores and information intake 

deficit scores were as follows:.. 

1. Slow foroed-paced subjects (Group B) r = .52 (significant 

beyond the .01 level). 

2. Medium f'orQed-paced subjects (Group C) r = - .. 02 (not 

significant). 

3. Jfast forced-paoed subjects ( G-roup D) r = -.01 ( not significant)• 

These obtained correlations are not as would be expected if the Hypothesis 

was true 5 ancl .. consequently the hypothesis is not supported. 
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H;ypot4e9is 12 ... •The greater the increase in ;eaoiM ;t:ate 1 the 
~ater · will be the te~no;x:* for hish\Y nel.U"Q!!g $ubJ.ef?.t!...~ 
2,2tain ;tower achievement s2ores,.oompa.red to subjects who score 
low on neurotioism• 

The relationship between high and low values of neurot:i.ciim and 

achievement is shown in Figure 9., The relationship changes from a 

significant difference, (t = 2,89; significant beyond the ,01 level) 

positive, relat.i.onship in the self-paced condition, to a no significant 

dif'ferenae, nege.tive, relationship in the other foroed-paoed conditions. 

Similar, but more illuminating information, was obtained by the 

caloulation of a Pearson•s r correlation coefficient for subjects within 

elWh of the tour groups, The separate r's obtained were: 

1. G·roup A (self-paced subjeots) r ::: .29 

2, Group B ( slow foroed ... paoed subjects) r = -,05 

3. Group C (medimn foroed-paoed subjects) r = -.01 

4. Group D (fast forced-paced subjects) r = -.24 

Although none of' the correlations are statistically significant, the 

trend of the obtained correlations is reasonably elear-out. As pacing 
' ' 

I , ' " I 

level inoreases, highly,neurotio subjects tend to do less well on 

achievement than they would under self.;,.paoed oonditions. 

1:lzyQthesis 13 - •TXW · s:~ater th~ inoreas,e in l)a.5:ing rate,. the 
.greater will be the tendent)~ for· subjeots seo:cln5 · higq on 
neurotioism to .obtain high frame response error rate score~, 
eompared to subJeots Who . seo1"e low 011 neuroticism t 

The relatiQnShip betwe!i)n neurotioism al'!d frame response error :rate is 

shown in Figure 1 o. Whilst the graph depicts a oonsis1:;ent difference over 

all paoing levels between high and low values of neurotioism, (note however 11 
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that a i test on the diff'erenoe between high and. low values of neuro-hioism 

was not significant) the mean diff'erenQe between high and low neur,otios, 

did not increase positively with increase in pacing rate. 

Pearson's r correlation coeffioients, were calculated for each group, 

between neurotioism scores and error scores, and the results were as 

follows: 

1. Self-paced subjects (Group A) r = .28 

2. Slow foroed-paoed subjects (Group B) r = .41 

3. Medium f'oroed-pao.ed subjects (Group C) r = .26 

4,. Fast foroed-paoed subjects (Group D) r:::: .13 

Taken collectively the results obtained. do not support the hypothesis. 

s!x:Rothesis 14 - 9 The grei3-ter the increase it?; pacing rate, t:qe 
water will be the tendency1 tor. suq_Jects scotjp.g high on a~ 
.i,ntelligence ~asu.re to 09tain low ~qt;om~tton intake de:tici t 
,!C9,tes, compared to ,£lUbJects who score low on an intelligence 
measure' 

111Iatriees soores were used as the :i.ndependant variable. lt'igure 11 

illustrates the differential relationship between high and low Matrioes 

soores and information intake deficit scores, plotted against pacing rates. 

As can be seen, the difference between mean high and low intelligence values 

does not increase with inorease in pacing.rate. 

Pearson's r coefficients of oorrelationt were oaloulated, for each ot 

the paced groups.,_·bet.ween Matrices soores, and information intake deficit 

scores. '.!:'he results obtained were as follows; 
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1. Slow forced-paced subjects (Group B) r = .24 

2,. Med:i.u.m forced-paced subjects ( Group C) r ::: • 06 

3, Fast forced•paoed subjects (Group D) r ~ -.03 

It would appear that something may be happening in the direction predicted 

but the trend is n-ot clear. 

fLX:~Sl~~~J2"" • The greater the increase in paoing ra. te I the 
mater wi.1! be the tendem;:y: ,for ~ubject~ s99:rir11t high on an 
intellisene,e ~asure to obtain hi@ programme achievement 
$eores, corrrpared to subjects who .. .f!iq_~..1£!..2,n _!n .i11~ey.i~e.l!2!. 
measure• 

Figure 12 illustrates the differential relationship between two 

measures of intelligence and programme achievement+ An examination of the 

graphed means, reveals that, whilst in the oase of scores on the M.L. 

test (verbal intelligence measure), the mean scores tended to move closer 

together with increase in pa.oing rate, Matrices mean seores (non-verbal 

intelligence) in contrast, are more in line with the hypothesized prediction. 

Because of this resuJ.tJ Pearson's r ooeffioients of co:t"I"elation were 

caleulatea. between the Matrices soores and programme aohievement scores for 

each of the. four groups, so that any differential eff'eot would be 

discovered. The results obtained were as follows: 

1. Sel£-paoed subjects (Group A) r = .16 

2. Slow forced-paced subjects ( Group B) r ::: .31 

3. Medium forced-paced subjects ( Group C) r :::: .07 

li-. Ft,st f'oi .. oed-paeed subjects ( Group D) r = .05 

The obtained eorrelation eoef:f':i.oients reveal no ino1•0asin.g correlation 

between Matrices and Achievement with increase in pacing rate, and as a 

result, the hypothesis is not supported., 
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Hypothesis 16 .... 'The greater the increase in paoing rate. the 
a;reater will be the tendeno;y; for sub,jeets sgonoo high cm an 
inteUieynoe to obta,in lower frame response error 
rate to sub·ects who score low on an 
inte 

Figure 7 illustrates the relationship between high and low v~lues 

of Matrices scores and frame response error rate scores. Increase in 

pacing rate does not appear to have had aey eff'eot in the hypothesized 

direction, as the mean percentage of errors made by· subjects of both 

high and low intelligence remains remarkably constant. 

is not supported. 

MISCELLANEOUS RESULTS 

The hypo the sis 

In addition to the results enumerated above, Appendi..x D .contains a 

Correlation Matri.~ in whioh every experimental variable has been 

correlated with overy other variable. Some of the more interesting 

correlations obtained were those involving subjective ratings, W1lilst 

13ubjective assessments may be unreliable, some interesting oor.rela.tions 

were obtained. between subjective assessments, and the main experimental 

variables. 

Prior, Knowledge of Subject Matter 

Extre.ve:i:•ts tended to say t.he.t they had signif'ioantly less knowledge of 

the subject matter than did introverts, (r = .23, p = <.01) whereas 

subjects of: high intelli.gence tended to have mo:re prior knowledge 

(r•s = -.32, p:;: <•01 (Ma.trices) and .... 19, p = <..05 (IvL,L.)) than 
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subjects of low intell:i.gence.. Understandably, subjects with prior 

knowledge also tended to have less difficulty with the subject matter, and 

make less errors (r = .35, p = c(.01). Of pa.rtioular interest was the 

finding that while subjects with prior knowledge scored significantly 

higher on both pre and post-tests, than did subjects 'Wi. thout prior knowledge 

(r•s = .39, p = <•01 and -.41, p = < .01) high priorknowledge subjects 

did not score significantly more on the transformed achievement measure 

used (r = -.09). 

Interest Scale Results 

Subjects who were more interested in the ~rogrammed subject matter 

tended to make J.ess errors (r = .35, p = < .01), and achieve more. 

(r = .... 17. p = < .05), than subjects who were not so interested. However, 

they also tended to perform significantly better on pr-e-test (r = -.29, 

p = < .01), so it is possible that their interest resulted from their 

knowledge that they had done well, as they also :rated the prograrnme 

easier to work through, than did the not so interested subject (r = .20, 

Also of interest was the finding that subjects who 

:found the subject matter interesting, also thought it easier to learn by 

programmed instruction rather than conventional tuition (r = •• 24, 

p = < .01). 

Difficulty Scale Results 

The most interesting finding with ratings on this scale, was that both 

Conservative, and less intelligent subjeets, showed a tendeney to rate the 



program.me as difficult (r• s = .21, p = < ,.05 and -.20, p = < .05 (Matrices), 

.... 30, p:::: <•01 (111,.L.)). Possibly subjects who found the programmed te11,t 

difficult, tended to do so because of their lack of prior knowledge of 

the subject matter contained in the programme (r :::: .46, p :::: <•01 ). As 

would be expected, subjects who rated the programme di~ficult, t.ended to 

make more errors (r:::: .35, p = < .01), and achieve less (r = -.23,_ p:::, <•01 ).1> 

than did subjects who did not rate the programme as difficult,. 



GHAPTER VII 

CONCLlJSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

DISCUSSION OF THE! EXPERDIJI~NTAL RESULTS 

The primacy aim of the study was to investigate the foroed-paoing of' 

programmed instruotian. Because of this, hypothesis two is the major 

oonoern, as it predicts the superiority of one of the foroed-paoing 

oondi tions over the self-pacing oond.i tion ( using transformed achievement 

scores at the criteria). However an analysis of variance did not reveal 

any signifioa.nt differences between treatments. If the null hypothesis 

is accepted; the experimental data would tend to support the view that paced 

instruotion is at least as eff'ioient a.s individual self'-paoed. instruction. 

Forced pacing does not produce any significant decrement in performance, 

unless too great a forced-pacing rate is used. It would appear from an 

inspection of the data, that reduction in mean performance was beginning 

to oocur at the most extreme fast-paced level (Group D). 

Experimental results obtained relative to hypothesis three, (introverts 

would achieve more than extraverts), were negative. Even restricting the 

classification of extraverts or introverts to those subjects who were more 

than one standard. deviation from the mean, would not have made any 

difference. 
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As far as conservatism and programme aohievement is concerned, the 

results obtained do not reveal aey significant trends, apart from the 

relative consistency in performance of 'low' conservative subjects. 

However, it is possible that other variables are confow1.d.1ng the issue 

here, as the correlation between conservatism scores and M.L. soores 

( verbal intelligence) was -,,27 ( significant beyond the .Ot level)• 

The relationship between neurotioism and aohievement appears to be 

rather complex, as it seems to depend on whether or not a favourable 

pacing rate is used. Under self-paced conditions, 1high1neurotic subjects 

appear to do reasona~ly well. However, under conditions of stress, 'high~ 

neurotic subjects' performance breaks down. Interestingly, this drop in 

achievement with inorease in pacing rate, appears to ooour without a rise 

in percentage of errors made of frames completed, al though increasing 

the pacing rate does appear to effect information intake in the oase of 

'high•neurotio subjects. 

The oorrela.tiond)f .23 between error rate score and programme 

a.ohievement is as expected, except that it is a much smaller correlation 

than other investigators have foundi This may be because of the 

oonfounding problem of incomplete information due to the forced pacing of 

three of the experimental conditions, whieh necessitated a change in the 

method of oaloulating error scores. 

As far as error rate and intelligence is concerned, the data indicates 

that there is a negative relationship between intelligence and frame 

response error rate so that subjects of high intelligence tend to make less 
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errors. ~bile subjeots of high intelligenoe may make less errors while 

progressing through the programmed text, they do not appear to achieve al\V 

more. Possibly the 'learning style' of 'high I intelligence subjects 

differs from that of 'low• intelligence subjects. 

The correlation ooo:ffioients obtained using subjects' subjective ·. 

assessments must be accepted with caution. Provided one takes enough 

correlations, sooner or later a few of them are going to be significant 

when in faot they are not. Merely picking out some correlations from a 

whole Matrix, because they are statistically significant, does not 

necessarily prove that trends exist. 

It may be that there are oonfoundings. Both difficulty and 

interest ratings were completed by all subjeots immediately after oompleting 

the post-test. In the. oase of difficulty scale .. ratings, it i~ possible 

that a subjeot•s assessment of the difficulty of the programme is not a 

valid measure, because. of contusion in the subject's mind between the 

difficulty of the programme, and difficulty of the post-test. ·The negative 

relationship found between these two variables, would support this line 

of argument. Similar reasoning could well be used in the case of 

interest sea.le ratings, where it would be logioal to expect subjects who 

thought that they had performed well on post-test, to rate themselv~s 

higher on the interest soa.le, 

Subjects responses o:n the soale designed to gather information on 

the subjeotive assessment of the efficacy of programme instruotion relative 

to conventional instruction, may also be biased but for different reasons. 
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As no expe:i."imental subjeot ha.d previous]J,- been exposed to any f'om of 

programmed instruction, eaoh subject's rating of the relative effioaoy 

Qf' the medium, would be influenced very greatzy by eaoh subject's personal 

feelings about the experimental condition he was a member of, Thus any 

consideration of the attitude toward programme instruction soale, must 

take account of the different experimental treatments subjects were 

members of. 

SUG-GESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

T~e experimental design utilized in this experiment made maey of the 

results obtained of limited. use from the point of' view of the general 

:research on programmed instruction. The paeing rates used were 

a.rbitrar-ily selected by the author in the hope that they may give a 

reasonable spread of treatment effects. As far as future researoh is 

concerned, three types of studies suggest themselves: 
j ' • ' 

1. M:qre extensive. inter-group studies of the whole forced 

pacing continuum. 

2. Inib:ea-group studies of the relationship between pacing 

~ate and aehievement. Using a smaller number of subjects, 

and subjecting each to variations in level of pacing the 

achievement/pacing :relationship may be more clearly 

After all, the relationship may vary 

from individual to individual. 

3, Studies of' the effect of changing levels of pacing where 

subjects are continuing to respond throughout. Frame, 

or page time, may be increased or deoreased, as a subject 

advances through a programme® 
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SUMMl!.RY 

In general it would appear that the forced pa.oing of programmed 

instruction is an economic and feasible educational technique, notwithstanding 

the slight rise in number of' errors.,. or considerable rise in information 

loss whioh would. oocur ( oompared to programmed instruction under self-paced 

coniiitions). 'I'ha advanta,ges aco!'uing through having all subjects proceed 

through a programme at a constant fixed rate, whilst appearing to negate 

the •individualization of instruction• principle., has many practical 

advantages, as well as appearing to make no signi:f'ioant difference in final 

achievement soora. 
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APPENDIX A 

DETAILS OF '11HE EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE USED 

To maintain a consistency in omldi tions apart from the independent 

variable, all instructions used during the study were read .from a prepared 

seript. Dets.ils of the management of' the exper-lmental sessions. and the 

instructions given to the subjects are· reported below. 

Group members were grouped together throughout the whole of the 

experimental session. 

After subjects were seated and quiet, the experimenter said the 

following: 

Mey I have your attention please? 

You 1',1.ave been asked to come along here today so that the Air Force 
may find out something about a new method of teaching oalled 
programmed instruction. We want to find out how you go using 
this method and what you think about it. To gather this 
information I will pe giving eaoh of you 2 short questionnaires 
and 2 tests.before you do the programme, and after you have 
completed it, you will do another test, and yet another 
questionna.ire. All of this may sound as if it will take a 
long time,. but I think you will find that you will have 
completed evecything you have to do in just over one hour. 

(The Eysenck Personality Inventocy was then distributed to all subjects.) 

Fill in your name, age, and trade, at the top of the form. 

After subjects had completed filling in personal details the instruotions 

were read through and the subjects commenced the test. After subjects 

oompleted the Eysenck Personality Inventocy, they were collected and the 

Wilson-Patterson Conservatism Scale was distributed. 



The experimenter continued: 

Fill in the details at the top of the form, Under oooupation 
put your trade. Today• s date is the HH•, Under olubs and 
affiliations list any clubs or organizations you are currently 
a member o:t\ 

The experimenter then read through·the :tnsti:tuotions printed at the top of 

the form. After. a.ey questions had been answered subjects were told to 

begin. Af"'ter subjects had completed the Wilson-Patterson Conservatism 

Scale, forms were collected and the experimenter oont_inued •••• • 

I now want you to do a short test which measures your reading 
effi9ienoy. Please fill in the details on the sheet and read 
through the instructions. Do not turn the page over until 
you .are told to do so • • • • • • Any questions? 

(Test forms were distributed while the experimenter was saying the above.) 

' 
You will find .that the material to be read is of a technical 
nature. Read just as fast as you would normally for technical 
writing. Remember comprehension is just as important as speed. 
You may not be able to read everything on the page in the time 
available. When I call stop you are to underline the last 
word you read. . ~ questions? · 

(Any questions we're answered.) 

You may begin • •••• now. 

(After 45 seconds the experimenter continued,) 

Stop, 

Underline the last word you read and hand your pa.per to the 
front. 

(Reading test papers were collected.) 

Experimenter then distributed the pre-test. 

Write your name at the top of the page. Proceed through this 
test at your own rate putting a oirole around the letter of' the 
answer you oonside:r correct. For example if you consider the 



correct answer to question 1 to be 150 seconds then put a circle 
around (a.), You must answer all 8 questions~ I. appreciate 
that many of you don•t know much about what the test is about. 
lfoweve1•, don• t let this deter you. 'l'ake a guess at what you 
think is. the most likely answer and cirole the appropriate 
letter. Remember that you must answer every question. Any 
questions before we oommenoe? •••• •. • begin now. 

Mter subjects had completed the pre-test, forms were collected. The 

experimenter then distributed the programme te•t enclosed in a blaok folder. 

The experimenter oontinued: 

Open the black folder you have in front of you. Arrange the 
material within the folder so that you have the pad on the left, 
and the sheet with the two diagrams on it on the right. Put 
the middle flap (the black slider enclosed in the transparent 
envelope), on the left hand side so that it partly covers the 
pad. 

(Experimenter demonstrated technique.) 

Now write your name at the top of the page ••••••••• 
Follow me as I read through the first three paragraphs•••••• 
Now do paragraphs 4- to 12 yourselves. When you oome to the 
bottom of the page put your pen down. Do not turn over the 
page until you are told to do so. 

After this had been done, the experimenter went over and talked to eaoh · 
group separately. 

Group A 

When you are told to start, tui~n the page over and begin.Work 
systematically through the pro6ramme. When you come to the 
end of the page turn it over and go on with the next page. 
When you have finished the programme put your hand up. 
Any questions? 

Groups B, C and D 

When you are told to begin, turn the page over and begin. 
Work systematically through the programme. You will be 
allowed a certain time to complete each page. Do not 
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turn the page until you a.re told to do so. If you haven't 
finished before time is oalled you must turn over the page 
and begin the next one. I will tell you when there is one 
minute to go on a page. When you get the one minute warning, 
if you have not already completed the page flip .the slider 
over like this, ( experimenter demonst:re,ted~ and read through 
to the bottom of' the page. Do not write 'in any of the · 
answers, just oonoentrate on reading through to the bottom 
of the page. If, when time for a page is called, you were 
unable to at least have read through to the bottom of the 
page, put a large cross like this (the author demonstrated) 
et the bottom of the page, Any questions? 

(Explanation of the above instructions was given when required,) 

As there are no more questions it appea:t.•s i;hat we are r1ow I'eady 
to begin, Turn the page and commence •• ., ••• .,NOW. 

While subjects were progressing through the programme at their varying 

rates the experimenter was occupied in giving firstly, one minute calls, 

As the and then oomplete page calls for all experimenter-paced groups. 

self-paced. subjects finished the programme, the author noted. down the 

individual subjeots' times. As eaoh group finished the programme (or the 

individual subjects in tl1e case of students who were members of the 

self-paoed group), they were given an immediate post-test. As these were 

finished, subjects were handed a programme attitude questionnaire, upon 

completion of. which students were allowed to leave the room. 
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AFPENDIX B : EXPEIGTuIENTAL DATA 

12 13 14 1 5 16 17 18 19 
' 4 1 54 078 100 3 3 5 744 

3 2 61 064 080 5 4 4 744 
3 2 28 053 080 5 4 4 744 ' 

4 1 32 078 143 1 4 8 744 
2 0 29 064 080 5 4 4 744 
4 0 44 065 100 5 5 5 744 
3 1 36 085 067 6 4 3 744 
2 1 18 068 100 5 5 5 744 
4 1 11 090 100 6 6 5 744 
1 2 08 078 150 6 7 6 744 
4 2 15 058 100 4 4 5 744 
4 0 19 068 143 1 4 8 744 
3 0 27 070 100 4 4 5 744 
4 2 25 047 157 1 5 9 744 
4 1 15 062 067 6 4 3 744 
4 2 36 072 083 6 5 4 744 
2 2 10 081 140 3 5 7 744 
4 2 11 075 150 2 5 8 744 
3 0 24 074 125 4 5 6 744 
2 0 14 090 071 7 5 3 744 
2 1 11 074 057 7 4 2 74-4 
2 0 15 095 120 3 4 6 744 
4- 0 42 083 075 4 3 4 74-4 
4 0 33 100 120 3 4 6 744 
3 2 13 100 150 2 5 8 74-4-
4- 1 64 098 100 2 2 5 744 
4 1 23 100 100 4 4 5 744 
4- 2, 18 088 067 3 2 4 74-4 
3 2 02 087 140 3 5 r, 744 ( 

' 4, 2 23 078 067 3 2 4 744 
1 1 08 078 100 5 c::. 5 744 ,.,J 

3 1 2s 047 12C 7, 4 6 744 / ,/ 

4 2 51 078 100 4 4 C 744 ./ 
~,. 4 2 17 080 11? 2 3 6 744 c _,,, 

" 4 0 48 087 060 5 :z, ;z 744 c'.. ,/ ./ 
':; 1 36 097 1cc 5 c::. r 7L+.4 L. / / 
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13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

30 088 100 2 2 5 661 
41 059 050 4 2 3 661 
00 095 150 4 6 7 661 
09 097 125 4 5 6 661 
48 087 050 4 2 3 661 
19 090 150 0 4 9 661 
39 100 133 2 4 7 661 
38 095 075 4 3 4 661 
43 090 050 4 2 3 661 
04 090 150 2 5 8 661 
12 100 125 4 5 6 661 
05 067 160 3 6 8 661 
11 093 175 4 7 8 661 
31 081 100 5 5 5 661 
14 100 075 4 3 4 661 
38 092 067 3 2 4 661 
34 098 050 4 2 3 661 
47 100 120 3 4 6 661 
17 100 125 4 5 6 661 
37 -068 150 4 6 7 661 
34 051 100 5 5 5 661 
46 070 067 3 2 4 661 
13 062 075 4 3 4 661 
43 070 133 2 4 7 661 

. 31 043 000 2 0 3 661 
22 068 14-0 3 5 7 661 
15 098 140 3 5 7 661 
24 088 133 2 4 7 661 
06 100 166 5 7 7 661 
19 . 065 120 3 4 6 661 
35 083 100 6 6 5 661 
00 077 080 5 4 4 661 
08 077 080 5 4 4 661 
25 077 160 3 6 8 661 
38' 095 071 7 5 3 661 
1 :;: 

./ 085 125 4 5 6 661 
37 067 180 3 7 9 661 

. -·-;:. 
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13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

35 077 083 6 5 4 590 
11 085 117 2 3 6 590 

· 17 092 060 5 3 3 590 
23 097 100 3 3 5 590 
26 088 125 4 5 6 590 
08 098 075 4 3 4 590 
25 078 050 4 2 3 590 
21 078 000 1 0 4 590 
26 100 100· 4 4 5 590 
22 100 034 3 1 3 590 
21 090 143 1 4 8 590 
47 095 117 2 3 6 590 
61 100 050 2 1 4 590 
15 092 080 5 4 4 590 
21 087 086 7 6 4 590 
50 070 080 5 4 4 590 
23 085 125 4 5 6- 590 
59 075 · 125 4 5 6 590 
22 090 166 2 6 9 590 
03 093 125 4 5 6 590 
06 085 100 6 6 5 590 
12 _.087 100 6 6 5 590 
26 095 166 2 6 9 590 
04 100 100 5 5 5 590 
52 068 138 0 3 8 590 
38 077 143 1 4 8 590 
00 · ·. 100 125 4 5 6 590 
28 077, 166 2 6 9 590 
06 100 133 5 6 6 590 
11 090 100 5 5 5 590 
22 092 117 2 3 6 590 
10 ' 100 166 5 7 7 590 

· 09 100 100 6 6 5 590 
36 088 100 5 5 5 590 
16 100 100 4 4 5 590 
42 078 067 3 2 4 590 



13 
29 100 
28 100 
50 100 
31 100 
08 100 
21 100 
44 100 
31 100 
27 100 
44 100 
48 100 
36 100 
24 100 
40 100 
14 100 
24 100 
43 100 
53 100 
55 100 
31 100 
03 100 
10 100 
21 100 
09 100 
39 -100 
11 100 
26 100 
08 100 
11 100 
19 · ;100 
40 100 
19 100 
26 100 
04 100 
10 100 

15 
125 
166 
120 
133 
125 
125 
117 
071 
166 
114 
343 
060 
075 
100 
100 
120 
100 
143 
120 
080 
175 
080 
150 
129 
100 
100 
050 
100 
125 
100 
100 
034 
080 
100 
100 

16 
4 
5 
3 
2 
4 
4 
2 
7 
5 
1 
3 
5 
4 
3 
3 
3 
4 
1 
3 
5 
4 
5 
6 
1 
3 
4 
4 
6 
4 
4 
5 
6 
5 
7 
4 

17 
5 
7 
4 
4 
5 
5 
3 
5 
7 
2 
1 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
7 
4 
7 
3 
3 
4 
2 
6 
5 
4 
5 
2 
4 
7 
4 

18 
6 
7 
6 
7 
6 
6 
6 
3 
7 
6 
3 
3 

·4 

5 
5 
6 
5 
8 
6 
4 
8 
4 
6 
7 
5 
5 
3 
5 
6 
5 
5 
1 
4 
5 
5 

19 
535 
952 
595 
694 
694 
575 
494 
427 
494 
916 
599 
867 
542 
714 
617 
580 
551 
692 
605 
565 
605 
585 
495 
400 
400 
461 
515 
499 
673 
647 
629 
590 
585 
563 
461 

.,.-,._--.,.~-~ ,,. 
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.APPENDIX C 

DESCRIPTION OF TF!STS, QUE:STIONNALTU:!': 
AND PROGRATuiMED TE.'X'.r USED 

RF.ADHTG TEST 

NAME -
'r:RADE 

This test measures yo'l.lr' :reading efficiency~ ~'hen you ~re told to start, 

turn this page over and commence reading immediately. Proceed at your 

usual reading :rate for technical writing. When you are told to stop 

underline the last word you have read and put your pens down. 

DO NO'r 'I'URN 'ffiIS PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO .. 



Ttlli MICRO:ME'l."'ER C:Af.,IPEll 

We shall now discuss a measuring device for measuring small distances, 

This is the miorometer caliper, much used by engineers. For 

its operation it depends on the 1x1.noperties of an accurately :irw,olti.ned screw 

thread .. 

When the sorew is turned one complete revolution, it moves forward a 

certain distance. This distanae is called the pitch of the screw. The 

pitch of' the .screw is the d.istanoe it moves forv,rard in one revolution of the 

As the pit:oh of the screw is oonstant along the length of an 

accu:ractly machined screw three,d, the screw moves forward equal distances 

for each oomplete turn of the sorew. 

If the screw moves forward 1 mm when the screw is turned once, then 1 mm 

is the pitch of the sorew. If the screw moves torward 1 mm when the sorew 

is turned once, it will move forward 4mm in 4 turns. The screw will move 

forward 0.5mm in one-half n turn. If' the serew is turned through one 

hundredth o:f' a x,evolution it will move forward 0.01mm. 

If a oireular. disc which turns with the screw is divided into 100 equal 

divisions, rotation through one of these divisions will move the screw forward 

0.01mm. When the screw is turned one complete revolution the screw moves 

forward 1mm or a distance equal to the pitch of the sorew. 

If the head is screwed in till the jaws of the calipers just touoh, 

the see.le should read zero, the.tis, it should read zero both on the main 

division scale imd l;he oiroular scale., 
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If now the screw is turned in an antiolookwise direation, the jaws 

will open,. If turned baok through 50 div:1.sions on the ciroular scale, 

thB jaws will open 0.5mm. 

When the screw has been turned back one complete revolution from its 

zero pos:i.tion., the distance apart of the jaw is imm, the main soale should 

ree,d 1 division, and the oircu.lar scale should read zero. Therefore a 

piece of steel 1 .1 mm thick . would not fit between the jaws of' · the micrometer 

at th1.s reading. 



PRF. AND POST-TEST 

NAME; 

Have you done a UE oourse in P,hysics? 

Circle the letter of the answer you consider oorreot eg, 

1, If a stroboscope has 10 slits in its oiroumferenoe and rotates 15 times 

a second., the time interval between .::}Ucoessive slits passing the eye is: 

a. 150 seconds. 

b. 1/10 seo. 

o. 1/15 see. 

d. 1/150 sec. 

2. 'l'he frequency of a vibrating body is equal to: 

a. Twice the 

b. Half the 

o. The maximum 

d• The minimum 

stroboscope frequency which will stop the vibrating body. 

3. A stroboscope has 8 slits and is rotated at 4 revs per second. The 

frequency of this stroboscope is: 

a. .32 slits per second. 

b. 8Lt, slits per seoond. 

c. 2 slits per second. 

a. 16 slits per s,eoond. 

4. A stroboscope flashing at I+ and 6 times a second "stops" a rotating 

mark on a shat't. At 21+ flashes per second~ the mark appears twice 180 

degrees apart,. The frequenoy of the shaf't is thus; 



I),. 6 revs/l'Jeo. 

b. 12 revs/sec, 

o. ?.4- revs/sec. 

d. 1+8 revs/sec. 

5. A stroboscope has 4 slits, How many times per second will it need 

to rotate to "stop" a vibrat1.ng bell clapper which has 1/20 seo between 

vibrations: 

a. 5 revs per second, 

b. ¼ revolution per second. 

o,. 1/5 revolution per second. 

d. 80 revs per second. 

6, A fla.sb+ng light stroboscope 11 si;opsj' a vibrat'ing rod at the 

following frequencies: 

We 

20 30 60 oycles per second 

may be certain that: 

a. The rod vibrates at not more than 6o oyoles per seoond. 

b. i1he rod vibrates at 60 oyoles per second. 

o. The frequency of the rod is a whole multiple of 20t 30 and 

60 cyoles, 

d. The frequency of the rod is equal to 20, 30 01:" 60 oyoles 

divided by a whole number. 

7. A flashing light stroboscope nstopsn a rotating shaft at the following 

slit frequencies and at no higher frequencies: 

20 revs per seo, 30 revs per sec and 60 revs per sec 



The :frequency of rotation of the she.ft :1.s: 

a .. 10 oyo1es (revs) per. sec,. 

b. 20 cycles (1•evs) per seo. 

c. 30 cycles ( rff\1'$) per seo. 

a. 60 oycles (revs) per seQ. 

8. JI d:lso stroboscope no:nh,ins l+ slits and is tu..rned 6 times in 1 O 

seoond.s. What 1.s the time interval between suooessive glimpses seen 

through th0 st.robosoopa1 

a. 1/15 sec,. 

b. 5/12 sec. 

Q-o 1/240 seo. 

d. 2.4 sec., 



. F.AMILIARIZA'PION PROGRAMifE 

·1 • Studants can be taught by many other t0aching 

methods as well a.s normal lessons or lectures. 

li'o.r example f'ilms may be shown, closed oircuit 'IV 

oi• class ,Usous3ions may be used. 1~ht,se teaching 

methods teach a subject: to the whole class at o:noe 

imd participation is by the olass as a whole. 

'l'oday you arc going to help tho RNZl\..V have a• look 

at a .new tenching mEJthod oall8d 111?ROG-RAMJnm 

INSTRUCTION11 ., Have you over learned anything by 

tho method of programmed instl•uotion before ·today'? 

( Wri t0 yes 01• no in the blank space, 

2. Programmed instruotion differs i":r•om other 

teaching teohrdques because it involves the 

student personal~y • Only you can do the programme 

and only ,you can write in the answers to the 

questions asked. 

3. You will :notice ut the right hand side of' this 

page a blaok slide:r.• enclosed within e. t:f.,anspe.rent 

c:invelope. Th.is blaek slider should be covering 

the right hand si.de of this page. Pull ·the slider 

down until tlie 'cop of the slider is level wi. th this 

line ------------------------i......-----------



4. The right hand side of this page is the answer 

column and this should now be covered by your ----
(Write in an answer then pull the slider down and 

check). 

5. You now know what to do. Read until you 

come to a blank, write in the missing word or words 

and then pull the ___ down to check your answer. 

6. Do not worry if the answers you write in are 

oooasiona.lly wrong. This is :not a test and the 

answers you write in will not be used to assess you 

in aey way, but tcy to write in the correct answer. 

I:r you do get the question wrong look baok over the 

question and see why your answer was wrong. 

70 Programmed Instruction proceeds by very small 

steps and each step is called a "FRAME"• Each 

:f'rame is numbered. 

number ----
This frame therefore is 

8. Whenever you oome to a blank like thE\l one at the 

end of this sentenoe you will supply a _____ _ 

9. After you have written an answer in the blank 

should you pull the slider down to oheck? ---
1 o. Always give an answer ____ you pull the 

slider down to check, 

11. On the right hand side of your black folder 

you should have a piece of paper with two diagrams 

drawn on it. You will need to look at these figures 

from time to timee 'I'hey should. not he ooverecl by 

slider 

slider 

7 

written answer 

Yes 

before 



your slider as it should be covering the answer 

column at the right hand side of this page. 

12. . When you reaoh this frame in the programme 

put your pens downt 
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PROGRAMMED '1.'EXT 

AN IN'£RODUCTION TO THE STROBOSCOPE 

1 ~ The stroboscope i,s a device for measuring the 

time it takes a. shaft to revolve., 'or a beam to vibrate. 

The speed at which the armature of a motor tUF!lS could 

thus be measured with a ______ _ 

Refer to Fig 1 in Diagram Boollet for frames 2"!" 31 

Imagine a pointer rotating at a certain speed in 

e. clockvdae direction. The room in which the 

pointer rotS.tes is dark, the pointer may only be seen 

when the light flashes on. When the light does not 

flash the pointer ______ be seen. 

3. Let the pointer rotate once every 0.01 seo. 

At the first light flash., the pointer is seen at 

position A. If the interval between light flashes 

is 0.01 sec., then at the second flash the pointer 

will appear e:I; position _____ _ 

4. In the interval between flashes, the pointer 

has moved one complete _______ exactly. 

5. As the pointer appears always in the __ _ 

position with this interval between light flashes, 

we have effectively t, stopped" the motion of the 

rotating arrow. 

6. Any stroboscope works by "stopping" the 

motion of a rotating ( or vibrating) bo<\Y. 

The flashing light in the example given would be 

one type of' _______ _ 

stroboscope 

oannot 

A 

revolution ( turn) 

same 

stroboscope 
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7. It this light were flashecl. at a shaft 

rotating o:noe every 0.01 sec, the shaft would 

appear to be _______ • Vfnen the light 

is sufficiently bright it is not :necessary to 

have darkness when the light is not flashing; 

there is sufficient contrast without. 

8. If this light were flaahed at a steel beam 

vibrating once every 0,.01 sec, the beam would 

appear to be ......, ______ ...... 

9. Let• s return to the rotating arrow again. 

It rotates onoe every 0.01 sec. Now imagine 

the light to flash onoe every 0.02 sec. 

Between the successive flashes the arrow will 

have rotated exactly _______ times. 

10. If the first flash sees the arrow at A, 

the second. flash sees the arrow at ----
11. Thus if' the light 11 .stops" a rota.ting body 

when it flashes every 0.01 seo, it will also stop 

the rotating body when it flashes every_ seo. 

12. Instead of giving the time between flashes, 

we often talk of' f:'requenoy of flashes,, or the 

number of flashes per second. If the time of 

one flash is 0.5 sec, the number of flashes pe~ 

second is 1 or flashes per sec. - -----0.5 

stationary 
( stopped) 

stationruzy 
( stopped) 

two 

A 

0.02 

2 
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13. If the time between flashes is 0.01 sec, the 

frequency is _j__ or _____ flashes per seo. 
0.01 

14. If "t;he time between .flashes is 0.02 seo., the 

freque:noy is ________________ _ 

15. In general, if the time between flashes is T 

sec, the f'requenoy n. flashes per second is given 

by the formula n = ________ _ 

1 6. If' the frequency in. flashes per seooll.d is 

kno,m (n)., the time in seconds between f'la.shes 

(T) is given by .the :formula T = _____ _ 

17 • If our arrow rotates oruie every 0.01 seo, 

we have shown that it will be 11 stopped" by light 

flashing every ___ _ seo or every ___ sec. 

18. Tha.t is, the arrow will be "stopped'' by a 

light :flashing with a frequency of ____ _ 
or __________ _ 

19. Wben we sey that a flashing light nstops" 

the arrow, we mean that the flashing light always 

oa. tche s the arrow in t,he same _____ , so that 

the arrow appears to be stationary. 

20. Acy body which rotates or vibrates onoe evecy 

0.01 sec will be stopped by a stroboscope flashing 

at a rate of _____ or ____ flashes per sec. 

100. 

1 = 50 flashes 
0,02 per seo. 

i 
T 

1 
n 

0.01 sec 
0.02 seo 

100 flashes per sec 
50 flashes per sec 

position 

100 or 50 flashes 
per sec 



21. If the stroboscope flashes at one third.the 

original rate; ie, 100 flashes per seo, the time 
3 

between flashes will be _____ seo. 

22. Between suooessive f'lashes the arrow will 

have rotated _____ times, so the arrow will 

again be "stopped11 , 

23. In faot, this will also ocour at any frequency 

obtained by dividing 100 f'lashes per seo by 

a ______ number, or integer. 

2Li-. 'rhe stroboscope would stop the arrow every 

fourth revolution if it were flashing at a rate 

of ____ _ flashes per sec. 

25. At 200 flashes per second the interval between 

flashes is ________ seo., 

26. The time for the arrow to rotate onoe is 0.01 

sec. So if the light were flashing at 200 flashes 

per second a.nd the first flash saw the al:"l"OW at A, 

the next nash would see the arrow at • In -
this oa.se we see a double image instead of a single 

image. 

27, At light frequencies greater than 200 flashes 

per second, the arrow ___ be "stopped!!. That 

is, no _____ image is formed. 

0.03 seo 

whole 

100 :: 25 
4 

1 -200 
(0.005) 

C 

cannot 
single 
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28., Our resul 1;s could be t~tbulated: 

Light Frequency· . Arrow Frequency Observation 
{flashes per sec) (,flashes per sec) 

1QQ 100 stopped 
3 

100 100 stopped -2 

100 100 stopped 

200 100 not stopped 

From the table, it can be seen.that the 

:frequency of rotation o:f the arrow is equal to the 

_____ frequency of light flashes which will 

11 stop" the motion of the arl"ow. 

29. If' the shaft of a .motor is rotating and the 

motion is stopped biJ a light flashing at f'requenoies 

of 400, 600 and 1200 flashes per second, but is not 

stopped at aey higher frequenoy, the frequency of 

the rotating shaft would be_ rev per see. 

30. When the light :flashed at 600 flashes per second, 

the shai't would have tur.1ed. ----- times between 

successive light flashes. 

31 • Wh.en the light fla3hed. at 400 flashes per second, 

the shaft would have turned times between ----
suooessive flashes. 

Refer to Fig 2 in the Diagram Booklet for frames 32-45 

highest 

1200 

two 

three 



32. We have been di soussing the flashing light 

stroboscope, but the same effect can be produoed 

by rotating a disc with slits around the edge, as 

shown in Fig 2. 

If we view the arrow through the slits, we 

will see the arrow at regular intervals if' the 

speed of rotation of our stroboscope is oonstant, 

and the slits are spaced at intervals. -----
33. If' the disc stroboscope is rotating at 4 rev/ 

seo, and it has 20 slits, then ___ _ slits will 

pass the eye every second. 

}l.i-. The time interval between slits passing in 

front of the eye is thus sec, ------
35. We view the rotating arrow once every J... sec. 

80 
This is equivalent to a flashing light stroboscope 

with the light flashing at a frequency of ----
flashes per seoond. 

36. As in the case of the flashing light strobosoope, 

the frequency of rotation of the arrow would be the 

highest slit frequency whioh would ___ _ the 

motion of the arrow. 

37. If the arrow were rotating at a frequency of 

40 rev/sec, the time for one rotation would be __ _ 

equal 

80 

1 
00 

80 

"stop" 

1 see 
40 



38. If• the rotating disc stroboscope were rotating 

at the highest speed that can '1 stop11 the arrowt then 

the time interval between successive slite giving a 

view of the arrow is ----------
39, If the stroboscope·has 8 slits, theri the time 

for 8 slits to pass · the eye is ______ sec• 

This is the same time for.one revolution·of -t;he 

stroboscope disc. 

40, The frequency at whioh the diso stroboscope.· 

is rotating is thus ___________ _ 

41, · The diso stroboscope would also stop the 

arrow if it rotated at 2-!- rev/seo; or ___ _ 

the original frequency. 

42. However, 5/rev/seo would be the ___ _ 

stroboscope speed which would II stop" t.he arrow. 

43. Note that it does not matter whioh way the 

disc stroboscope rotates ... clockwise or anti-

clockwise. If the _____ between successive 

slits pe,ssing the eye is the same as the interval 

for one revolution of the arrow, the arrow will be 

stopped. 

44, The important thing about the slits is that 

they· are ________ around the disc. 

JL = 1 sec 
40 5 

5 rev per sec 

one-half 

highest 

interval 

evenly spaoed 
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li-5, Only with evenly spaoed slits will the 

between suooessive slits passing the eye be constant., 

46., .4. rotating disc stroboscope has 10 slits. 

speed. of' rotation is gradually increased, and it 

"stops» a rotating shaft at 1, 2., and 3 rev/seo, 

Its 

It will not stop the shaft at higher speeds,. What 

is the speed of the shaft? 

We must first calculate the frequency with 

which the pass the eye. ------
L.,.7. If the disc rotates at 1 rev/sec and there are 

10 slits around the oircumferenoe1 the slit 

frequency is __________ ,....,,,. .. 

48. At 2 rev/sec the slit frequency is ----
49. At 3 rev/seo the slit frequency is____,, 

50. By slit frequency we mean the _____ _ 

51. This is equi•.;alent to th8 ro.mibAr of views of 

the shaft ,ea.oh second. The sha-ft frequenoy is 

equal to the _____ slit frequency whioh will 

11 stop11 the shaft in its motion. 

52 ~ The shaft fre quenoy is thus ------
53. With a flashing light stroboscope, the highest 

flash frequency which would .11stop11 the shaft would 

be ------------

interval 

slits 

10 slits/sec 

20 slits/seo 

jO slits/seo 

number of slits 
passing the eye 
each second 

highest 

30 rev/seo 

30 flashes/see 



54. A rotating disc strobosoope has 24 slits. At 

the highest speed at which it will 11 stop11 a vibrating 

rod it makes 40 revolutions in 15 sec. What is the 

frequenoy of vibration of the rod? 

The diso st:t-oboscope makes 40 revolutions in 

15 seconds, or _______ rev/sec 

55. The number of slits passing the eye during one 

revolution of the disc is _______ _ 

56. The number of slits passing the eye ev,ecy 
second is _____________ _ 

57. The highest viewing frequency which will 

"stop" the rod is thus ____ times per seo. 

58. The vibrating frequency of the rod is 

thus ------------
59. A stroboscope is a device for oa1oulating 

the _____ at which bodies ___ _ or ___ _ 

60. The frequency at whioh the boey vibrates or 

rotates is equal to the ______ frequency of 

the stroboscope which will __ _ the motion of 

the body~ 

24 

64 

64 vibrations/sec 

frequency 
rotate 
vibrate 

highest 
stop 
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PROGRAMME ATTITUDE QITESTIONNAIID: 

NAME: -
TRADE: 

AGE: -
In the following questions circle the letter of the answer you consider 

correct, eg, @ 

1. Which of the following statements agree most closely with your own 

opinion: 

a. I knew all about stroboscopes before I started the 

programme., 

b, I knew some things about stroboscopes before I 

started the programme., 

o. I had learned something about stroboscopes at 

sohool but I have forgotten it., 

d., I did not know anything about stroboscopes before 

I commenced the programme. 

2. I found the subjeot matter of stroboscopes to be: 

a. Very interesting. 

b. Fairly interesting., 

o. Neither interesting nor uninteresting. 

d. Rather uninteresting. 

e. Boring. 

3. Do you think it is easier to learn new teohnioal material by the 

programmed learning method, ra-ther than by oonventionaJ. lectures or lessons? 

a., Yes., 



4_. I found the subject matter of stroboscopes to be: 

a. Very difficult. 

be Fairly difficult. 

c. Neither difficult nor easy. 

d. Reasonably easy. 

e. Very easy. 
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APPENDIX D 

CORRELl.TICN MATR!X (ALL SUBJECTS) 

./ 1 2 3 4 5. 6 7 8 .9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 ., -/' 11 1.00 -.16 -.01 - .. 08 -.04 -.05 -.11 -.11 -.06 .11 .23 -.12 -.02 .11 -.07 .oz -.07 -.08 -618 

/ 2 1.00 -.22 -.05 .01 -.18 -.02 -.-16 .24 .08 .o4- .14 .27 -.06 .01 -.14 -.07 .O? .-12 

3 1.00 -.20 -.21 -.04 -.19 .23 -.09 .05 .07 .01 -.04 .20 .04 .o4 · .05 .. 02 - .. 15 

4 1.00 -.09 -.27 .05 .07 -.01 .21 .08 .03 .09 -.06 -.08 -.04 -.09 -.04 -
5 1.00 .28 .07 .01 -.14 -.20 -.32 .12 -.29 -.05 .14 .23 .31 .06 .,;,.,o4 

6 1.00 -.02 .26 -.21 -.30 -.19 .18 -.37 .10 .17 .21 .32 .09 -.02 

'7 1.00 -.17 -.08 .19 .16 .04 .12 -.70 -.06 -.12 -.09 .03 ;:i;;:; 
·-✓ 

8 1.00 .06 -.22 -.26 .06 -.27 .21 .15 .05 .20 .13 .. 05 

9 1.00 .20 .11 -.24 .35 .09 -.17 -.29 -.36 -.05 .. 03 
-

10 1.00 .46 -.11 .35 -.06 -.23 -.34 -.47 -.11 -.01 

11 1.00 -.01 .34 -.16 -.09 --39 -.41 .0_1 .0·1 

12 1.00 -.13 -.02 .11 -.01 .12 .11 • 10 

13 1.00 -.12 -.23 -.21 -.40 -.16 ~10 

14 1.00 .08 .06 .. 06 -.01 = .. 35 -
15 1.00 -.31 • 72 .93 . o4 

16 1.00 .40 -.57 - .. 04 

17 1.00 .. 53 -.,01 

18 1.00 .. 02 

19 1.00 



KE!Y TO VARIABLES 

1 ' Jtxtroversion score. 

2. Neuro'tioism score. 

3. Lie score. 

4. Conservatism soore. 

5. Matrioes score. 

6. :M.L. score. 

7. Pages unfinished. 

8. Reading speed soore. 

9. Interest scale score. 

10. Difficulty scale score. 

11. Prior knowledge of subjeot matter soore. 

12. Programme attitude score. 

13. Frame response error rate score. 

14• Information intake deficit score. 

15. Transformed achievement score. 

16. Pre-test score. 
u 

17. Post-test soore. 

18. Gain score ( +K) 

19. Reciprocal of programme completion time. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF OBTAINED CORR.ELATION COEFFICIENTS 

Where df = 14-2., to be statisticall,y significant obtained r's must exceed: 

.16 (significant beyond .05 level) 

.22 ( significant beyond .01 level) 
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RATING SCALES 

For the purpose of calculating correlation ooeff'ioients between rating 

scale values and other variables, obtained rating soale values were scored 

as follows: 

1 • Prior knowledse of' subject matter soale. Most prior 

knowledge = 1 ; least prior knowledge = 4-. 

2. Interest scale. Most interest = 1; least interest = 5. 

3. Difficulty soale,. Most difficulty = 5; least difficulty = 1. 

4,. Pro5taJJlme attitude scale. Yes = 2; ? = 1 ; no = o. 

5. Inf5trmation intake deficit acore. No deficit = 1 oo; 

all deficit= o. 

F1?ame responsw emr rate soore. No errors = O; all 

errors = 100,. 
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